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The encounter of the spacecraft Voyager 2 with Neptune and its large satellite 
We assume that eqn. (4) is also valid for R e > R,, noting that the formation of a small compact core at the centre can release sufficient energy to stabilize the rest of the cloud 3. Fig. 1 shows the run of methane number fraction fCH for a cloud whose initial 4 radius is R = 7946 R o. This radius was chosen so that the composition of the condensate 0 in the gas ring shed at Neptune's orbit has a compressed density consistent with the observed mean density of the Pluto-Charon system (see below). Choosing R > 7946 R o o yields a condensate which has too much CH ice and too low a density. Now fCH is taken 4 4 to equal the maximum CH fraction within the cloud of given size R e. At the cloud 4 surface, where T is least, the rate of production of Ctt is negligible.
In the deep interior, 4
where the rate is large, the thermodynamically favoured state for C is CO. 
